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ABSTRACT
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This study examined the convergent validity of the visual perceptual Richmond Reversal Rating (RRR) assessment, in relation to visualspatial abilities of young school-aged children, using known-groups validity and convergent validity hypotheses testing. Seventy-two
primary school children (Years 1-3) were assessed with the RRR assessment and the Spatial Awareness Skills Program Test (SASP). The
Kruskal-Wallis test demonstrated a significant difference between the RRR overall scores and the SAPS grouped scores, H(2) = 6.155,
p = .046. Spearman’s correlation coefficient revealed a low positive yet significant correlation (rs = .433, p = .000) between the RRR
overall scores and the SASP percentile scores, and a significant moderate positive correlation between the RRR overall scores and the
SASP scores (rs = .666, p = .000). The results provide evidential support for the convergent validity of the RRR assessment in relation
to visual-spatial abilities as measured by the SASP.
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INTRODUCTION

paper26,28,29. At the stage when children are entering school, visual
perception is at the optimum period of development (four and a
half to seven years), but may continue up to 12 years of age. It is
thus at this stage that it is important to identify and address potential
difficulties in visual perceptual skills that may influence the learning
of letters, numbers, words and comprehension30,31.
In order to perform visual perceptual skills (i.e. visual discrimination and visual-spatial skills) children need to have a conceptual
understanding of colours, shapes, directionality (up, down, left,
right, etc.), distances and sizes, and to be able to identify the finer
distinguishing features of different objects32. For example, research
has shown that children characteristically find it hard to identify
letters that have less distinguishing features and that are visually
similar to other letters33.
The visual processing model is a model explaining how visual
perception occurs by means of input, throughput and output. According to the visual processing model, the visual cognitive component of this process involves brain throughput of the sensory information received from the eyes (input). The processed information
is sent to other brain regions and body parts for an action response
(output)32. Visual cognitive processes identify the unique features of
the visual information, and they are then analysed so that meaning
can be assigned to the unique identifying features of stimuli recorded
by the eyes32. Difficulties with the visual cognitive processes, such
as visual discrimination and visual-spatial skills, negatively impact a
child’s ability to identify the correct orientation of numbers/letters
and contribute to reversals when reading and writing32.
It is essential for developers of educational and psychological
assessments to meet recommended standards substantiating the
reliability and validity of their assessment tools 34. Thus, studies that
explore and demonstrate the reliability of each newly developed
assessment are considered critical to establishing the instrument’s
validity34. This study is the first to examine the validity of one such
assessment, the Richmond Reversals Rating (RRR) assessment. Spe-

Since the twentieth century, children’s visual motor and visual-spatial
perceptual reading and writing errors have been a phenomenon of
ongoing interest1-10. Children who have difficulty identifying the accurate orientation of numbers and letters often perform at a lower
academic level, have lower reading abilities, and have less legible
handwriting than their peers10-15. While boys have been documented
as having three times the rate of visual perceptual difficulties as girls,
recent research has questioned this gender difference suggesting
that reversal errors in girls are often overlooked16,17.
Identifying boys and girls at risk of experiencing increased levels
of academic difficulties is not only important for their academic
functioning but for general functioning8,18. Studies have determined
that older children and adults with academic and learning difficulties
are more prone to behavioural difficulties19, educational dropout,
suicide20 and anxiety21, 22.
Teachers have long identified legibility as an essential criterion
when evaluating children’s handwriting abilities23. In this regard,
visual perceptual skills (e.g., visual discrimination and visual-spatial
skills) have been identified as important cognitive skills that children
need in order to write legibly (i.e., constructing letters with the correct form, consistent sizing, positioning and directional orientation14.
Visual perception comprises a number of subtypes, including (but
not limited to), visual discrimination and visual-spatial skills. Visual
perception is the ability to conceptually assimilate, understand and
interpret the visual sensory stimulus presented and to develop
meaning from this information for use in verbal or physical output24.
Visual discrimination is a component of visual perception which
enables the person to expedite the differentiation of similarities
and differences of visual input25-27. Visual discrimination precedes
the ability to differentiate changes in direction which, in turn, assist
visual-spatial skills27. Visual-spatial skills enable children to perceive
the position of objects related to their own body/or other objects,
such as linking the direction of an ‘r’ in relation to the line on the
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is a low (about 5.5%) unemployment and approximately 20% of
parents are professionals. The children were taught to write using
Queensland Beginners font. There were no withdrawals from the
study. Four participants were left-handed: one in Year 1 and three
in Year 2. In addition, two participants in Year 2 and three in Year
3 were diagnosed with a learning difficulty (dyslexia, dysgraphia
or dyscalculia) and one participant in Year 1, two participants in
Year 2 and one in Year 3 were diagnosed with Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADD/ADHD).

cifically we examined the known-groups validity and convergent
validity in relation to spatial abilities, by means of hypotheses testing33,35,36. The RRR assessment was designed based on the principles
of visual perception26, and constructed from the frame of reference
of occupational therapy visual perceptual theory32 described above.
Subscales within the RRR measure: visual discrimination (ability
to discern minor discrepancies in similar forms, shapes, symbols
or objects), form constancy (the ability to identify forms, shapes,
symbols or objects despite changes in underlying features such as
size or shade), figure-ground (the ability to isolate meaningful visual
stimuli while ignoring the surrounding stimuli) and visual-spatial skills
(recognising and identifying the correct orientation or direction of
forms, shapes, symbols or objects)26.
Convergent validity testing requires a comparison of a given
assessment tool with an existing, well-researched measure of a
similar construct36. This study compared the RRR assessment tool
with an existing measure of the visual-spatial construct, the Spatial
Awareness Skills Program Test (SASP)37. The SASP is based on the
precept that children’s spatial awareness and spatial skills increase
with development as they age and that inadequate spatial awareness levels negatively impact their ability to perform academic
activities37. In this regard, the SASP measures children’s ability to
identify, organise and reproduce detailed spatial geometric forms
(rather than letters and numbers) in order to determine whether
their measured spatial awareness level is adequate, compared to
similarly aged typically developing children37.
The known-groups validity explored the RRR assessment’s
ability to differentiate between school-aged children with below
age level, age appropriate and above age level visual-spatial abilities
as determined by the SASP. Therefore, the convergent validity results from the RRR assessment were compared to the participants’
visual-spatial abilities as measured by construct comparative assessment on the SASP. Hence, the following research Null hypotheses
were proposed:
1.

2.

Procedure

Ethics approval for the research project was obtained from the
administrating institution’s Human Ethics Subcommittee (HREC
11444). Non-probability convenience sampling occurred through a
local independent school. The principal and teachers gave consent
for all parents of Year 1-3 students to receive an information letter
inviting their child’s participation in the study. Only students whose
parents signed and returned the consent form participated in the
study. Inclusion criteria were: children in Years 1-3 who had no diagnosis of hearing impairment requiring alternative communication
techniques, no significant un/corrected vision impairment, intellectual impairment, neurological or sensory condition/injury (i.e.,
traumatic brain injury, cerebral palsy, autism), or psychotic mental
disorders. The inclusion criteria were guided by the American
Psychiatric Association (APA) diagnostic criteria for specific learning
difficulties39. Children with the aforementioned conditions were
excluded from the study due to the potential confounding effect that
their inclusion could potentially have had on the interpretation of
the results. All participants provided verbal consent before starting
their assessment and were allowed rest breaks. Participation was
voluntary and no form of participation remuneration was given to
the school, parents or participants. The participants’ identities were
protected by assigning identification numbers which were used in all
electronic records. In addition, the participants’ chronological age
was not rounded up to the next month when calculated.
Prior to data collection, three children were recruited, using
convenience sampling, to participate in a small pilot study in order
to refine the data collection process. The data collected from the
three pilot participants were not included in the data analysis as
these assessments were used for training purposes.
To ensure consistency of administration, one researcher assessed all the participants during school hours, either individually
(Year 1) or in groups of up to three pupils at a time (Years 2 and
3), at times suitable for the class teaching schedules, over a threeweek period half way through the academic year, at the beginning
of the third school term. Seventy participants were assessed in a
single session lasting approximately 40 minutes in a shared teaching room. The remaining two participants were assessed over
two sessions (within one week) as they required extra time to
complete the RRR. Assessment times varied slightly according the
participants’ abilities and level of difficulties. Every effort was made
to keep environmental distractions and visual cues for letter and
number orientation to a minimum during the assessment process.
Participants were asked not to comment verbally on the work so
as not to distract other participants, however, they were allowed
to ask for clarification if needed.
All participants completed a writing sample first. In this regard,
they were asked to write their first names, last names (if they knew
how to), the alphabet (preferably using lower case letters) and the
numbers 0 to 9, using a pencil, on standard white paper with blue

The results of the RRR overall scores and participants’ visualspatial abilities based on ability level grouping of SASP scores
will not demonstrate a statistically significant difference (p ≤
.05).
The results of the RRR subscale scores and overall scores will
not demonstrate a positive correlation to participants’ visualspatial abilities based on the SASP scores.

METHOD
Research design
The study used a non-experimental, cross sectional research design38, with all data being collected from each participant at one time.
Its purpose was to explore the relationship between the children’s
ability to recognise letter and number orientations, as measured by
the different RRR subscales, and their levels of visual-spatial abilities
and awareness38.

Participants
Seventy-six (36 males and 40 females) Year 1- 3 children who
ranged in age from 6:02-9:01 years participated in the study (see
Table I, below). All the children spoke English as their first language
and all attended the same independent primary school located
within the north-metropolitan suburbs of Perth, the state capital
city of Western Australia. The demographic of the area consists
of a mixed Australian, indigenous, and migrant population. There

Table I: Demographic information of the 76 participating children
Participants

Grade 1

Mean Age

Grade 2

Mean Age

Grade 3

Mean Age

Total

Mean Age

Male

17

Female

15

6y 8m

7

7y 9m

12

8y 9m

36

7y 9m

6y 6m

15

7y 6m

10

8y 6m

40

7y 6m

Total

32

6y 7m

22

7y 8m

22

8y 7m

76

7y 6m
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Table II: Details for RRR subscales content and scoring
Subscale

Visual perceptual skill

Content

I

Visual discrimination

Upper case letters

Maximum score
30

II

Visual discrimination

Lower case letters

36

III

Visual discrimination

Numbers

20

IV

Spatial orientation

Letters and numbers

37

V

Form constancy

Letters and numbers

18

VI

Sequencing

Letters and numbers

36

VII

Figure ground

Letters in words

34

VIII

Figure ground

Numbers in calculations

15

Overall accuracy score

226

Spatial Awareness Skills Program Test (SASP)

lines. Verbal assistance was provided to sequence the alphabet if
necessary. During the writing sample observational notes were
taken of the hand preference and any difficulties with pencil grip,
reduced hand strength and alphabet writing. The writing sample
was followed by the RRR assessment (non-motor), then the Spatial Awareness Skills Program Test (SASP). This allowed the motor
tasks to be separated by a non-motor task to provide a rest for
the child’s hand.
On completion of the assessments parents were provided (upon
request) with a confidential summary of their child’s assessment
results and a presentation of the overall research project results
and observations was provided to the school staff.

Participants’ visual spatial ability was assessed using the Spatial
Awareness Skills Program Test (SASP), which is suitable to assess
children aged 4-10 years37. The SASP measures children’s ability
to use spatial awareness to near-copy up to 15 line shapes, with
increasing level of difficulty37. The assessment was administered
in accordance with the manual instructions37. The SASP has a
reported average internal consistency of .76 and an inter-rater
reliability of .9637. Australian norms were used for scoring the
SASP42. The Australian norms provide clearer definitive expected
levels of achievement. The norms were developed on 881 children
(446 girls, 435 boys) between 5 and 10 years, the majority in Preprimary through Grade 1 (675). The Australian norms provided
derived scores in terms of percentiles for each age and year group,
thus providing clearer expectations than the original age/grade
equivalent norms42.

Richmond Reversal Rating (RRR) Assessment
The RRR subscale items have been refined based on Rasch measurement analysis and items have been rearranged in hierarchical
order to create a linear standardised assessment26,40,41. The frame
of reference of written letter/number reversals outlined two types
of reversal errors14. The first is when individual letters or numbers are reversed14 and the second is when the order of words
or numbers is confused14. Seven of the RRR subscales assessed
individual reversal errors and the eighth subscale assessed order
reversal errors. While, both types of errors are assessed within
the RRR, this study specifically focuses on measuring the child’s
visual cognitive (non-motor) abilities, not visual-motor abilities26.
The visual cognitive component is the second step (throughput)
within the visual perceptual process based on the visual processing model32.
All eight subscales of the RRR assessment were completed and
during the process reversal recognition abilities of printed numbers,
upper case and lower case letters were assessed26. Each subscale
was designed to assess a different visual perception skill using various
combinations of letters and/or numbers (Table II, above).
An RRR subscale accuracy score was calculated for each subscale
wherein each item was scored either correct (1) or incorrect (0).
The accuracy score was the sum of all reversed letters/numbers
or non-reversed letters/numbers correctly identified as such. No
score was given for any reversed letters/numbers or non-reversed
letters/numbers incorrectly identified. The accuracy scores of
the various subscales were added together to calculate the RRR
overall accuracy score. Minimal visual-motor abilities are required
to complete the RRR assessment as examinees are asked to draw
circles to indicate their answers, however, if necessary examinees
were allowed to alternatively point to indicate reversed letters
and numbers26. Spontaneous corrections of first responses were
allowed, with examinees erasing the incorrect answer(s).
The RRR assessment uses the Victorian Modern Cursive fonta
throughout26, with a minor adjustment using Queensland Beginner
font for the letters J and c, instead of J and c.

Data analysis
Data collected for each participant were recorded on an Excel
spreadsheet and statistically analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 24. All assessments were completed in full, with no missing
assessment information or scores. The following criteria were used
to define the strength of the correlation coefficients: low = .00 to
.25, fair = .26 to .50, moderate = .51 to .75, and good > .7536.
Throughout the report, a 95% confidence interval and a significance
level of p ≥ .05) were used unless specifically stated otherwise.
The SASP manual provides the assessor with age equivalent
level scores, in six-month intervals, for the interpretation of the assessment results37, however an Australian based study has provided
percentiles in age and grade levels which were used in this study42.
Participant’s spatial awareness results were grouped in three ordinal
groups by using the participants’ percentile score. These ordinal
groups were categorised as: below average when the percentile
score was below 19 for the year level; average when the percentile
was 20 to 82 according to the year level; and above average when
the percentile was 83 or more according to the grade level. The
three ordinal SASP groups were used to compare and analyse the
significance of mean differences and correlation coefficients with
the RRR scores.

RESULTS

Descriptive information for the RRR accuracy scores and SASP
scores are provided in Table III on page 27 and indicate a negative
skew on the results of the RRR raw scores and an approximate
normal distribution of SASP raw scores.
Three ordinal groups created from the SASP results provided
known groups’ validity, namely below average, average, and above
average. In Year 1, ten participants were categorised as below average, 17 as average and five as above average; in Year 2, three were
below average, 13 were age average and six were above average;
while in Year 3, five participants were classified as below average,
14 as average and three as above average.

The RRR assessment now includes versions in Victorian Modern Cursive,
Foundation Cursive Style and Beginner’s Print

a
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Table III: RRR and SASP raw scores
Year 1
(n1 = 32)

Year 2
(n2 = 22)

Year 3
(n3 = 22)

Total
(N = 76)

Minimum score (minimum 0)

128

164

137

128

Maximum score (maximum
226)

225

224

224

225

Range

97

60

87

97

RRR overall raw scores

Median (Mdn)

188.50

209.0

215.0

204.0

Means ( X )

184.91

206.95

207.45

197.82

Standard Deviation (SD)

25.905

14.630

21.289

24.229

Skewness

-.596

-1.590

-2.294

-1.211

Kurtosis

-.340

2.613

5.511

.779

SASP accuracy scores
Minimum score (minimum 0)

5

5

5

5

Maximum score (maximum18)

12

11

13

13

Range

7

6

8

8

Median (Mdn)

7

10

10

9

Means ( X )

7.66

9.27

10.23

8.87

Standard Deviation (SD)

1.860

1.609

1.478

1.996

Skewness

.796

-.867

.446

-.052

Kurtosis

-.174

.595

-.028

-.740

Table IV: Spearman’s correlation coefficient between RRR and SASP scores
SASP Grouped Scores
(N = 76)

SASP Ranked Percentiles
(N = 76)

SASP ranked Raw Scores
(N=76)

RRR Ranked Overall

.325** (p=.004)

.433** (p=.000)

.666** (p=.000)

RRR Ranked Subscale I

.247* (p=.031)

.302** (p=.008)

.498** (p=.000)

RRR Ranked Subscale II

.312** (p=.006)

.396** (p=.000)

.588** (p=.000)

RRR Ranked Subscale III

.282* (p=.013)

.394** (p=.000)

.578** (p=.000)

RRR Ranked Subscale IV

.337** (p=.003)

.423** (p=.000)

.581** (p=.000)

RRR Ranked Subscale V

.077 (p=.506)

.162 (p=.163)

.281* (p=.014)

RRR Ranked Subscale VI

.252* (p=.028)

.297** (p=.009)

.457** (p=.000)

RRR Ranked Subscale VII

.252* (p=.028)

.361** (p=.001)

.587** (p=.000)

RRR Ranked Subscale VIII

.313** (p=.006)

.441** (p=.000)

.600** (p=.000)

* Correlation p < .05, ** correlation p < .01

Due to the ordinal nature of the SASP grouped results, the RRR
overall raw scores were analysed using non-parametric statistical
analysis. The RRR overall accuracy scores were ranked with mean
rankings of 28.14; 39.00, and 50.25 for below average, average and
above average groups respectively. The ranked results were compared
using the Kruskal-Wallis test to determine the significance of differences
between the three independent ordinal SASP groups. This analysis
allows indicates that the RRR ranked overall scores were significantly
different between the SAPS grouped results, H(2) = 7.956, p = .019,
thus indicating that the RRR has discriminatory ability in visual spatial
ability levels. The Jonckheere’s Terpstra Test adjusted p-values of the RRR
and SASP groups revealed a significant trend in the ranked RRR overall
mean scores between participants in the below average and above average
groups of p = .008, but not between the other groups (below average
level and average p = .119 and average to above average p = .147).

correlation coefficient. Based on the results from this analysis, a
significant fair positive correlation (rs = .433, p = .000) between
the RRR ranked overall scores and the SASP percentile results was
found. Table IV above outlines the Spearman’s correlation coefficient
results between the RRR ranked subscales and the SASP groups.
The RRR ranked overall scores were correlated with the
SASP raw scores using the non-parametric two-tailed Spearman’s
correlation coefficient. Based on the results from this analysis, a
significant moderate positive correlation between the RRR ranked
overall scores and the SASP raw scores, (rs = .666, p = .000) was
revealed. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient results between
the RRR ranked subscales and the SASP raw scores demonstrate
a significant moderate positive correlation between all the RRR
ranked subscale scores and the SASP ranked raw score except
for RRR Form Constancy subscale V, which demonstrated a low
positive, but significant, correlation coefficient (see Table IV above).
Additional data analysis, using the Kruskal-Wallis test and the
Jonckheere’s Terpstra test, was performed to determine the
significance of the mean results between school years for both

Correlations
The RRR ranked overall scores were correlated with the SASP
percentile results using the non-parametric two-tailed Spearman’s
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make a choice, and finish the assessment also be recorded. The two
participants who required a second session to complete all the RRR
subscales both obtained a low RRR overall score of < 160. Effortful,
slow and less automated performance of basic academic activities
has been noted as a characteristic of middle school children that
have been diagnosed with a learning difficulty43. Thus, time taken
and level of accuracy-combined scores could be an additional way
to interpret the RRR results and to identify children at risk of longterm difficulties.

assessments. In both the RRR and the SASP, there was a significant
difference between Year 1 and Year 2 (RRR p=.003; SASP p=.007)
and between Year 1 and Year 3 (RRR p=.000; SASP p=.000), however the significance between Year 2 and Year 3 (RRR p=1.000;
SASP p=.515) was not significant.

DISCUSSION

The visual perceptual frames of reference used by occupational
therapists (i.e. visual perceptual skills, including visual-spatial and
visual discrimination skills) develop in two ways, namely, through
natural maturation and/or learning opportunities32. Based on this
theory, increasing mean scores as the children progress through the
school years are expected on both the RRR and SASP assessments
due to their underlying constructs. The results from the study reflect
this development with increasing ranked mean scores from Year 1
to Year 2, and Year 2 to Year 3 for both assessments, with significant
differences between Year 1 and Year 2, and between Year 1 and
Year 3 for both assessments.
The results indicated no significant difference between the
ranked RRR and SASP mean scores for participants between Year
2 and Year 3. As the study’s Year 2 participants ranged in age from
7:02 to 8:01 years, these results support previous observations that
visual perceptual skills improve with age, but become more stable
and reach developmental peak by approximately age 7 years32. After
age 7 years, visual perceptual skills will increase minimally through
the natural maturation process14,32, letter reversals observed at later
ages are considered a reversal error14 and targeted interventions
will be necessary to address the deficits14,32.
Four Year 3 participants obtained a RRR overall score of < 200
and, as reported by the parents, three of these four have been
diagnosed with a specific learning difficulty and the fourth reportedly experienced increased levels of difficulty in reading, writing,
spelling and mathematics. Based on this very small sample, this
relationship between the Year 3 results of the RRR assessment and
a pre-identified diagnosis of learning difficulty appears promising
and would be worthwhile exploring in future studies.
As mentioned, the RRR assesses children’s cognitive abilities
to recognise letters/numbers written in reversed orientation with
minimal visual-motor abilities required during the assessment process. In contrast, the SASP assesses children’s spatial awareness but
required both visual cognitive (throughput processing) and visualmotor integration (output) skills during the assessment process; the
ability to accurately replicate the shape within set boundaries on
paper using a pencil influences the assessment results. Thus, the difference between assessing visual processing at primarily a cognitive
level as opposed to assessing the visual processing at a visual-motor
level may have affected the comparison and interpretation of the
results between the RRR and the SASP assessments. This appears
to be reflected by the low positive, yet significant, correlation coefficient between the groups as outlined in data analysis and results.
In light of this, it may well be that future studies investigate the
validity of the RRR assessment using a standardised visual-spatial
abilities assessment that measures only the visual-spatial cognitive
component for comparison.
The results demonstrate a lower correlation rate between the
SASP raw scores and the RRR Sequencing subscale VI. In light of
this lower correlation, and the fact that order reversals have been
identified as a different type of reversal error14, interpretation of the
results from this subscale could be considered for separate analysis
and interpretation. It is theoretically plausible that interventions
used to address difficulties in order reversal errors would be different from interventions used to address difficulties with individual
reversal errors, and it would be important for therapist to evaluate
and interpret the results for each type of reversal separately and
combined when determining the appropriate intervention strategies.
In view of the results and observations made during the assessment process, it is recommended that the time the examinee
takes to explore the relationship between RRR items and select,

LIMITATIONS

The minimum recommended construct validity sample size, using
correlation coefficient analysis, is 50 participants44. The overall
sample size of this study is greater than this minimum, at N = 76,
but the sample size per year group does not meet this minimum
sample size criteria, hence no correlation coefficients have been
reported by year group. The optimal recommended sample size is
50 participants per subgroup44, based on this 150 participants (50
per year or level) would have been more optimal.
Year one students were assessed individually, while Year 2-3
students were assessed in pairs. This may have had a small effect
on the outcomes for the older children. As it is usual for children to
work in groups at school, this was not seen as a major disadvantage.
However, the use of both individual and group assessment should
be kept in mind when interpreting the current results. In addition,
some bias may have been introduced into the results by maintaining the same order of assessments used in the experiment. This
was purposefully done in order to separate the two visual motor
component assessments with a motor free assessment, however
this ordering effect may have had some minor influence on the
assessment outcomes.
The limited timeframe available to approach and recruit a
private school to participate in the study made it impractical to
be overly selective about the participating school based on the
writing font taught by the school. There are a number of differences between the lower case letters used in Australia’s Victorian
Modern Cursive and Queensland Beginner font, the font taught to
the children that participated in this research project. For example:
per Victorian Modern font
and per
Queensland beginner font
.
To reduce the impact these differences in the fonts could have
on this study’s RRR results, participants were offered and provided
with, verbal assistance to name the letter or word when requested
by the examinee. Most of the participants noted they were aware
of different fonts used to write letters, often commenting that the
Victorian Modern font looked like the writing style used by their
parents or older siblings. Despite this, the font differences may have
had a yet unquantified impact on the results for particular subscales
items. Additional analysis to explore the potential impact on each
subscale item has yet to be performed.
The above-mentioned limitations could have impacted on
the study’s results to some extent and, therefore, they should be
carefully considered when interpreting the results. In addition this
study was non-experimental in nature, which intrinsically limited
the interpretation (relationship between variables only, no causeand-effect evidence) that can be associated with the results38.

IMPLICATIONS

The results from this study provide additional evidence for the
convergent validity of the RRR scores in relation to young schoolaged children’s visual-spatial abilities. For the clinician, the results
demonstrated additional evidence for the validity and potential use
of the assessment to determine which children experience letter/
number reversal difficulties in order to assist with targeted interventions based on the type of reversal difficulties recorded. For
the children struggling with letter/number reversals when reading
or writing, the results provide additional support for the ability of
the RRR assessment to identify the specific underdeveloped visual
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perceptual skills that are contributing to their reversal difficulties.
It is recommended that future researchers focus on using longitudinal, experimental research designs with a sample size that meet
the recommended optimal size (by gender, year and diagnosis) to
explore and provide increased level of evidence for the assessment’s reliability and validity. The RRR participants’ results must
be observed and analysed over time to refine the interpretation of
the assessment results. In addition, further research should focus
on the use of the parallel forms that have been created since this
project, using Queensland Beginners and Foundation print fonts.
The initial concept of this test came from the researchers
clinical observations working in remedial schools in South Africa8,45.
The concept has been developed, tested and finalised primarily
on children in Perth (Australia), however due to the nature of the
itinerant population in Perth, South African children are included
in the test samples among many other nationalities26. Further
research on diverse populations in other countries such as South
Africa is still required to develop a robust assessment with strong
external validity.
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